Universal Expectation  The 4 Bee's
Name of Skill / Setting  School Dismissal

Purpose of the Lesson / Why is it important
1. To establish a safe and quick dismissal procedure.
2. To practice and maintain safe and order at dismissal time.

Teaching Examples
1. Waiting in class (seated), listening for the bus number or 2:30 bell.
2. Voices off, hands off displays – (You see your cousin from another class and you want to wait for them. You remember you need to keep walking instead of waiting.)
3. Your teacher told you to pack up five minutes ago. (Your books are still out on your desk. You remember that you need to be ready and can not go back to class to get them.)
4. 

Student Activities / Role Plays
1. Discuss why it is important to be ready at the appropriate time.
2. Model how to pack backpack efficiently and quickly.
3. Brainstorm why it is important to be quiet, stay in seat, and be prepared to leave.

Follow Up / Reinforcement Activities
1. Pre-correct at 2:15 (Daily)
2. Earn bee bucks for bus / route / walker groups
3. Praise often